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The One Stop Wedding Kit is the stand-alone guide that reveals all you need to plan and

accomplish the perfect wedding. Itâ€™s chock-full of insider tips for organising every aspect of your

big day but still small enough to fit in your handbag so you can carry it to appointments.Stay focused

with the Brideâ€™s Countdown which shows what needs to be done when. Record ideas, check off

tasks in your to-do list and be inspired with hundreds of unique ideas for an unforgettable day. Get

organised with checklists of questions to ask your officiant, photographer and florist so you can relax

in the knowledge that you havenâ€™t overlooked a thing. Discover money saving secrets to save

you thousands, with handy cost cutting checklists in every chapter. This up-to-date handbook walks

you though each step of planning your day with illustrations and advice on choosing your dream

dress, drawings of bouquet shapes, glossaries and checklists to keep you from feeling

overwhelmed. Author Jessica Howe has interviewed hundreds of brides and wedding professionals

to create a single book with everything a busy bride needs to turn her dream day into reality. Written

in an accessible, fun style, this pocket-sized organiser exposes details that are easily forgotten so

you can rest assured that every last thing is covered.
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"A lively and helpful book with lots of cost saving ideas" -- Beautiful Brides Magazine"A quick read of

this bride-bible turns matrimonial mayhem into pre-wedded bliss" -- Perfect Wedding

Magazine"Bursting with inspirational ideas, advice and money saving secrets that could save you

thousands" -- Asian Bride Magazine...makes organising your wedding so simple a child could do it.



-- Lynne Scanlan, Senior Wedding Coordinator for Couran Cove Island Resort, AustraliaA

must-have guide for any modern bride. -- New York TimesDazzle your guests with a fairytale

wedding - without going bankrupt. Read this book before you plan another thing. -- Michelle Crane,

Revisions Editor for London's top publishing houses

As a bride to be you're about to embark on one of life's most amazing journeys, one that will take

you on a rollercoaster of emotions. I designed `The One Stop Wedding Kit' to make the ride of your

life as fun, easy, joyful and stress-free as possible. Armed with this planner you can rest assured

that this special journey and your wedding day itself will be everything you desire. So get

comfortable, top up your champagne glass and let's get started! Wishing you love, laughter and a

lifetime of marital bliss, Jessica Howe

The book seems reasonably comprehensive, although brief. The problem I have is that it is written

by and for Australians. Weddings here and there are both based upon English traditions, but the

cultures have drifted apart over the last 300 years. With many available wedding planning books

written by and for Americans, why risk a mistake by using an Australian guide?

As we all know there are hundreds of things you can forget when organising your wedding - and this

book reminds you of each little one. It's like every useful wedding magazine article I've ever read, all

rolled into one neat little book that fits perfectly in my handbag!For a start it simplifies the wedding

planning process. Each chapter begins with a `where do I start?' section which really helped me get

focused. And there are illustrations showing different bouquets, diamond cuts, dress styles, and

even a bridal glossary.This book inspired me with heaps of ideas I haven't heard anywhere else.

The chapters on theming your day, your ceremony and reception all show you exactly how to create

a very unique wedding, and it's all written in a very lighthearted, fun style. I also found The One Stop

Wedding Kit has lots of information that's missing from other wedding books, like how to choose a

bouquet shape that complements your gown and how to look your best in those all-important

wedding photos. Best of all the 'cost saving' lists in each chapter saved me a small fortune!The tips

in this book are invaluable wherever in the world you live, whether you're having a civil or religious

ceremony. This was the only book I needed to buy to plan my wedding. If you buy just one wedding

planning book, make it this one.

Reading Jessica's new book was an absolute pleasure. Seldom does a how-to book make one feel



whimsical, but this valuable kit proved humorous and uplifting even while providing confidence and

assurance for tackling the multitude of tasks associated with wedding planning and production. The

books is a thorough, organized, sequential, witty, knowledgeable, beautiful and Joyful how-to

manual.I wish we'd had a copy when my daughter announced her engagement in 2006.

Jam-packed with ideas and suggestions for every wedding, large or small, each planning phase or

subject addressed in the book concludes with a checklist and space for note taking. I highly

recommend The One Stop Wedding Kit for any bride. A fantastic congratulatory gift for all

newly-engaged couples, or for mothers of the bride.

This book is just fantastic! It covers everything you need to know in order to have the exact wedding

of your dreams - whether it be a huge spectacular affair or a beautiful intimate ceremony with a few

loved ones. It covers topics that I would never have even considered with fabulous ideas to suit

every budget.Whether you have been dreaming of your wedding day your whole life or have no idea

where to start, this book covers everything you need to know in a fun and upbeat style which

absolute anyone can relate to! Features like the checklist of questions to ask wedding planners

saved me plenty of time and took alot of pressure off. With helpful tips and practical advice this is a

great book to read!I would absolutely recommend this book to everyone!

The previous reviewer obviously hasn't read this book or they would know that it's highly relevant to

US, and was written by an author who is in fact British, not Australian. And at almost 300 pages I

wouldn't call it `brief' - any longer and I couldn't fit it in my handbag.Personally I found this book a

fantastic help in organizing my wedding here in the US, but more importantly it's receiving great

reviews in the US and the UK, and even The New York Times has sung its praises. I would really

recommend it to any bride searching for a fun, stress-free approach to wedding planning and lots of

clever cost saving tips.

Wedding planning is, to say the least, HECTIC! There are so many different things to consider and,

often, so many PEOPLE to consider when planning each an every detail of your wedding. Ms.

Howe's book is an excellent step-by-step guide that will keep any bride-to-be calm and confident as

she works toward "The Big Day". It has all the necessary checklists, reminds us of each detail that

may otherwise be overlooked, and provides space for a bride (or her fiance) to write notes about her

hopes and specifications for the perfect wedding. If you were just given an engagement ring, treat

yourself to this excellent guide! :)



This great little book made planning my California wedding a breeze! It was much better than other

wedding books because it encouraged me not just to PLAN a wedding but to actually CREATE one

from the ground up, with every detail and magical touch that's involved in making it a special, unique

day.The tips, ideas and advice this book opened my eyes to a whole new world of possibilities. In

particular I loved all the wonderful ideas for outdoor weddings, totally inspiring and so easy to do!

Without this book I'm sure my big day wouldn't have been the amazing success it was.

I cannot fault this book, being an admirer of people who want to deliver dreams to all brides and not

only just those lucky enough to be able to afford them..I have been impacted by the content and

impressed by the mind behind it.. this book should be firmly entrenched in the handbag of all

Brides/Grooms to be. to update a quote from my favourite author" it will be a truth universally

acknowledged that any bride of any fortune MUST be in want of this book.
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